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Abstract:
Background:
Current GWAS discoveries have discovered novel clinical improvements in recent decades, such as estimating
whole-genome risk. Genetic prediction of traits has substantial impacts on public health care and disease
prevention. This study aimed to investigate the effects of different linkage disequilibrium (LD) patterns on genomic
prediction accuracy and SNP-based heritability estimation for four lipid profile traits.
Results:
This family-based study included 11,798 individuals ranging from 3 to 80 ys, extracted from Tehran Cardiometabolic
Genetic Study (TCGS). LD patterns were considered on different 𝑅2 thresholds (0.01, 0.03, 0.05, 0.07, 0.09, 0.1, 0.2,
0.3, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, and 0.9) to create subsets of SNPs. We have compared the prediction accuracy and SNP-based
heritability estimation of the selected SNPs within these patterns as well as randomly selected SNPs with equal sizes.
Subsets of SNPs selected based on LD patterns had a higher prediction accuracy level than subsets of SNPs selected
randomly, and when the LD threshold increases, the difference tends to zero. The results were consistent when the
prediction accuracy of subsets were adjusted for their SNP numbers in all traits. For all traits, when the number of
SNPs was adjusted, between LD threshold 0.01 and 0.2, both prediction accuracy and SNP-based heritability have
a dramatic rise. After substantial growth, there was a steady decline, and they reach a peak at an LD threshold
between 0.2 and 0.3.
Conclusions:
This research indicated that having selected subsets of SNPs based on the LD threshold always outperform randomly
selected SNPs for prediction objectives. However, determining the specific LD threshold for prediction purposes
might be controversial since achieving the highest level of prediction accuracy, when the number of SNPs is adjusted,
prompts different results (in our case, 0.3 when the SNP number was adjusted and 0.9 when the SNP number is not
adjusted). Finally, we concluded that choosing the LD threshold as a tool to boost genetic prediction accuracy should
be used with intense care.
Key Words: TCGS, Genomic Prediction, Lipid Profile Traits, gBLUP, linkage disequilibrium, SNP-based Heritability
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1- Introduction:
Most human complex traits and diseases are heritable, which have increased the importance of research in genetic
variations inheritance. The remarkable advanced genotyping technique's achievements have brought about the
emergence of genomic medicine in prevention, diagnosis, and treatment (1,2). However, due to the low power of
genome-wide association analysis (GWAS) in detecting markers with small effect sizes, only a small proportion of
phenotypic variance could be explained by the significantly associated SNPs with complex traits and diseases (3,4).
Researchers put forth to increase the predictive power of genetic variants to the simultaneous inclusion of hundreds
of thousands of markers and using Whole-Genome Regression (WGR) methods (5).
Numerous statistical approaches have been proposed for carrying out WGR. The simplest one, single marker linear
regression, commonly referred to as GWAS mostly applied to obtain significant regions on the genome for finding
quantitative trait loci (QTL). However, a large number of SNP markers in comparison to the number of individuals
give rise to using alternative approaches to control false positive error(6). Considering SNP effects as random effects
and making the estimation possible by assuming prior assumptions about the SNP effects' variance is a nonlinear
solution like Bayes A, Bayes B (5,7), and Bayes C (8). While Bayes methods assume different emphasis on different
loci, the genomic best linear unbiased prediction (gBLUP) gives equal importance to each SNP by assigning the same
variance to entire SNPs (9,10). gBLUP relays on a genomic relationship matrix (GRM) for importing genomic
similarity of individuals into the model (10–12).
While many studies have tried to increase genetic prediction accuracy by comparing and developing various
methods (6,13–16) or even combining methods (17), shrinkage and selection of SNPs can enhance prediction
accuracy in complex traits (18). Like the presence of related individuals in training and testing dataset increases the
prediction accuracy (19), the relatedness between pairs of SNP markers, linkage disequilibrium might be influential
in highly complex human traits (20,21). Lipid traits are risk factors for non-communicable diseases (NCDs) like
cardiovascular disease and Type 2 diabetes. Genetic prediction of lipid traits, given their moderate heritability, could
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substantially impact public health care and prevention as early as birth due to mostly unchanged genetic variants in
an individual (22,23).
This study aimed to investigate the effect of different linkage disequilibrium (LD) patterns on genomic prediction
accuracy and SNP-based heritability estimation. We tried to prove this hypothesis by using high-density lipoprotein
cholesterol (HDL-C), Low-density lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-C), triglycerides (TG), and total cholesterol (TC) from
Tehran Lipid and Glucose Study (TLGS) project (24,25) along with their genomic information from Cardiometabolic
Genetic Study (TCGS) projects (26).
2. Methods and Materials:
2.1 Study setting and participants
The study was carried out in the framework of two broader studies, Tehran Lipid and Glucose Study (TLGS) and
Tehran Cardiometabolic Genetic Study (TCGS).
Tehran Lipid and Glucose Study (TLGS):

TLGS is a cohort study that started in 1997 in distinct 13 of Tehran municipality on about 19,905 familybased individuals, with age ranges from 3 to 80, in which subjects have been selected randomly and have
been recorded every three years. This study is being carried out on non-communicable diseases (NCD) in
the Iranian population for mortality and morbidity. TLGS aimed to determine the tendency of the lipid and
glucose status' modifications of the individuals, in which the periodic examinations were done every three
years(24).
Tehran Cardiometabolic Genetic Study (TCGS)
More recently, TLGS has started projects that include the genomics and biomarkers of the non-communicable
disease, the first whole-genome sequencing study in Iran, and aims to develop personalized medicine
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endocrinology. Tehran Cardiometabolic Genetic Study (TCGS), a prospective family-based cohort study, has created
a genome-wide sequencing database of about 15,000 individuals of TLGS that was designed in collaboration with
the Research Institute for Endocrine Sciences and the genetic company deCODE (26). This collaboration aimed to
assess the underlying and complex genetic patterns of cardiovascular disease, as well as the epistasis and geneenvironmental interactions by conducting Genome-wide Association Study. The individuals were genotyped with
HumanOmniExpress-24-v1-0 bead chips, each with 649,932 SNP loci, and the genotyping rate for these participants
was 0.9854.
2.2 Phenotype Measurement
Since the fourth phase of the TLGS (2009-2011) contained the most available information of recorded lipid profile
traits measurements of the participants rather than the other phases, it was considered analyzed in the current
study. Total Cholesterol (TC) was measured by the enzymatic colorimetric method using cholesterol esterase and
cholesterol oxidase. High-Density Lipoprotein cholesterol (HDL-C) was measured after precipitation of the
apolipoprotein B containing lipoproteins with phosphotungstic acid, Triglycerides (TG) were measured using glycerol
phosphate oxidase. Finally, the LDL-C was measured as LDL-C = TC - HDL - (TG/5). The number of recorded
observations for HDL-C was 10301 (45% males and 55% females), and for the LDL-C 10586 (45% males and 55%
females), and TC and TG were 10303 (46% males and 54% females). According to the previous studies, we decided
to consider age, sex, and body mass index (BMI)(kg/m2) as covariates of the used models, as the participants' age
was measured in years, and the BMI was calculated as the weight (kg) divided by the squared height in meters. Also,
the 1% winsorization has been applied on phenotype variables to adjust the right-skewed distribution, in which the
outlier values are modified to the specific quantiles, i.e., the 99th percentile.
2.3 Genotyping and Quality control
Genotyping of the TCGS participants was done in the deCODE genetic company, where HumanOmniExpress-24-v1
bead chips used for genotyping the blood samples, which have provided us with 652919 single nucleotide
polymorphism loci with an average mean distance of 4 kilobases (26). Pedigree Check and the parentage test were
6

conducted before the quality control stage in individual and marker levels. We used ped.info command for this
regard in SAGE (Statistical Analysis for Genetic Epidemiology) software version 6.4 (27), to find any wrongly-recorded
parental information. snp1101 software was applied for conducting the parentage test (28). In this stage, 887
subjects out of 11798 were excluded from the study, and 325 individuals turned to the founder. In our study, data
were assessed quality-control by the Plink software (29) in terms of both individuals and the markers. In the first
step of the quality control, SNPs and the samples with genotyping missingness rate of more than 0.2, which are
considered low-quality SNPs and individuals, were excluded from the study, where 770 SNPs and 11 individuals were
removed at this step. Similarly, SNPs and individuals with genotyping missingness rates of more than 0.02 were
excluded from the study (17636 SNPs and zero individuals were removed). The second step of the quality control is
checking the sex discrepancies from the difference between information related to the individuals' gender and the
homozygosity/heterozygosity rate of their X chromosome. However, none of the individuals excluded from the
study in this step. 72500 SNPs with a minor allele frequency (MAF) less than 0.05 were removed in the third step.
Next, 1125 SNPs were excluded from the analysis due to deviation from Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium, since their pvalue in the Hardy-Weinberg test were below 10−6 . In the next step, 317 samples were excluded from our study
due to their high/low heterozygosity rate and deviated from ±3×sample heterozygosity mean. Principle component
analysis in the SNPRelate package (30) in R software was applied for checking population stratification. However,
there were no inconsistencies in population stratification in the last step of our quality control process. After the
quality control stage, imputing the missing genotypes was the crucial phase of the preprocessing steps. Beagle 5.1
(version: 18, May20.d20) software was used to impute missing genotypes (31) and finally provided us with 10583
individuals with 560888 genetic markers to commence the analysis. Readers may find a summary of the above
procedure in Supplementary Figure 1.
2-4 Statistical method
Model Selection
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We have considered a multiple linear regression model, including age, sex, and BMI, as fixed factors for lipid profile
traits. The stepwise approach, which is a combination of the forward and backward selection, considered all three
above covariates to be included in the predictor model for HDL-C, LDL-C, TC, and log transformation of TG (to control
high skewness). Therefore, the phenotype prediction study has been done with SNP markers as random effects and
age, sex, and BMI as fixed effects.

Genomic best linear unbiased prediction (gBLUP)
A mixed model was used as:
𝒚 = 𝑿𝜷 + 𝒁𝒖 + ɛ

Equation 1

Where 𝒚 is defined as the vector of observed phenotypes, 𝑦𝑖 , with 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑛 (𝑛 = number of subjects), 𝜷 indicates
the vector of fixed effects (age, sex, and BMI), X is a design matrix relating the fixed effects to each individual,
𝑢~𝑁(0, 𝑮𝜎𝑢2 ) indicates a vector of SNP effects with a variance of 𝜎𝑢2 , 𝑮 is a square 𝑛 × 𝑛 genomic relationship
matrix (GRM). ɛ~𝑁(0, 𝑰𝜎ɛ2 ) is residual vector 𝜎ɛ2 indicates the variance of residuals. Z is a matrix of genotypes which
indicates the number of copies of reference allele (coded as 0,1and 2). If we transform the matrix Z to its
standardized form, noted by W, we would have the following equation:
𝒚 = 𝑿𝜷 + 𝑾𝒖 + ɛ

Equation 2

With the variance of
𝒗𝒂𝒓(𝒚) = 𝑾𝑾′ 𝝈𝟐𝒖 + 𝑰𝝈𝟐ɛ
In which W is a matrix that its 𝑖𝑗𝑡ℎ (𝑖 𝑡ℎ individual 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑗𝑡ℎ SNP) element is 𝑤𝑖𝑗 = (𝑧𝑖𝑗 − 2𝑝𝑗 )⁄√2𝑝𝑗 (1 − 𝑝𝑗 ) , that 𝑝𝑗
shows the frequency of 𝑗𝑡ℎ SNP (j=1, …, k). Regarding our objective, which is the aggregation of SNPs effects on the
phenotype, if we define 1×n vector of g total genetic effects of the individuals, we have the equation two
mathematically equal to:

𝒚 = 𝑿𝜷 + 𝒈 + ɛ

Equation 3

With the variance of
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𝒗𝒂𝒓(𝒚) = 𝑮𝝈𝟐𝒈 + 𝑰𝝈𝟐ɛ
Note that 𝑮 = 𝑾𝑾′ /𝑵 can be defined as the GRM between individuals. Based on the estimated GRM from entire
SNPs, we can estimate the phenotypic variance explained by all the SNPs (𝜎𝑔2 ) as well as residual variance (𝜎ɛ2 ) by
the restricted maximum likelihood (REML) method using GCTA software, which is applying the average information
(AI) method to initiate its iterations.
̂ in
Therefore, we can have the best linear unbiased prediction (BLUP) of the whole SNPs effects for all individuals (𝒈
equation 3). Straightforwardly, we can have the estimation of each SNP effect due to equations 2 and 3. In fact,
̂ , the BLUP of u (𝒖
̂ ) can be found with the following equation:
having 𝒈
̂ = 𝑾′ 𝑨−𝟏 𝒈
̂ /𝑵
𝒖
We know that 𝑢̂𝑗 is the coefficient of 𝑤𝑖𝑗 . So to have an estimation of SNP effect corresponded to 𝑧𝑖𝑗 it is enough to
transform it by 𝑢̂𝑗∗ = 𝑢̂𝑗 /√2𝑝𝑗 (1 − 𝑝𝑗 ). The BLUP effects that are achieved by GCTA in a dataset can be used to gain
genetic value of the individuals for a given phenotype in a matched validation or test set, which means 𝑔̂𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 =
𝑤𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑢̂. This feature predicts genetic value or an individual's risk to disease (polygenic risk score) in complex traits
by using the PLINK version 1.9 scoring approach in a test dataset (29).
GRM calculation
Among various approaches that calculate GRM, in this study, we applied the method presented by Yang(12).
Genomic similarities between 𝑖 𝑡ℎ and 𝑖′𝑡ℎ individuals with entire SNPs can be defined as below. In the following
formula 𝐴𝑖𝑖 ′ indicates the similarity between 𝑖 𝑡ℎ and 𝑖′𝑡ℎ individuals in the 𝑗𝑡ℎ SNP, so with summation on 𝑗 we can
capture the entire genomic resemblance between every two cases. Thus, when 𝑖 ≠ 𝑖′:

𝐺𝑖𝑖 ′

𝑘

𝑘

𝑗=1

𝑗=1

(𝑥𝑖𝑗 − 2𝑝𝑗 )(𝑥𝑖′𝑗 − 2𝑝𝑗 )
1
1
= ∑ 𝐺𝑗𝑖𝑖 ′ = ∑
𝑘
𝑘
2𝑝𝑗 (1 − 𝑝𝑗 )

Similarly, when 𝑖 = 𝑖′:

𝐺𝑗𝑘

𝑘

𝑘

𝑗=1

𝑗=1

2
𝑥𝑖𝑗
− (1 − 2𝑝𝑗 )𝑥𝑖𝑗 + 2𝑝𝑗2
1
1
= ∑ 𝐺𝑗𝑖𝑖 ′ = 1 + ∑
𝑘
𝑘
2𝑝𝑗 (1 − 𝑝𝑗 )
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Where 𝑥𝑖𝑗 indicates the observed genotype of 𝑗𝑡ℎ SNP for 𝑖 𝑡ℎ cases (coded as 0, 1, and 2 according to the number
of copies of reference allele), and 𝑝𝑗 is the frequency of 𝑗𝑡ℎ SNP.
2-5 Subset selection
The subset of SNPs was conducted based on their pairwise LD. We determined SNPs' allocation to subsets with
different scenarios based on the correlation coefficient between loci pairs. The correlation of two biallelic loci with
alleles A and in the first locus and alleles B and b in the second locos with the frequency calculated as follows

𝑟2 =

𝐷2
𝜋𝐴 𝜋𝐵 𝜋𝑎 𝜋𝑏

That is the deviation of the expected frequency of one haplotype from its observed value. Therefore, we created
subsets of pruned SNPs with threshold (0.01, 0.03, 0.05, 0.07, 0.09, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, and 0.9) and the
window size of 50 SNPs and 5-shifted forward in each step via plink. The number of SNPs in each subset is 17349,
27215, 35704, 44783, 54131, 58807, 106683, 153804, 247642, 294416, 341081, 387071, and 435798 SNPs,
respectively. Then the effect of LD between markers on the predictive ability of gBLUP has been investigated within
these subsets.
2-6 Estimation of accuracy
In this study, the 10-fold 10-repeat cross-validation (CV) was the evaluation mechanism for each approach's
prediction performance. In this way, individuals were randomly divided into ten parts, the collection of 9 parts was
utilized as a discovery set, and the one left part was used for validation. This process continued until each part was
considered as the validation set. The SNPs' effect sizes, which were estimated based on the discovery set, were used
to calculate individuals' whole-genome risk prediction in the validation set, which was not involved in estimating
SNPs' effect sizes. The entire process was repeated ten times to reduce the variance of prediction accuracy. The
evaluation was based on the correlation between genetic values and adjusted phenotypes (sex, age, and BMI). The
average CV-correlation is the index to compare the performance of different subset selection strategies and the
model with entire SNPs included. Besides, we have randomly selected an equal number of SNPs to form subsets to
evaluate the corresponding selected subsets' performance. Finally, since the LD thresholds have a significant linear
correlation with the number of SNPs in each subset, a proportion of the prediction accuracy variations are due to
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the increase in the number of SNPs. So, we adjusted the effect of the number of SNPs to realize how much prediction
accuracy variation do LD patterns account for.
3. Results:
Demographic information
Supplementary Table 1 describes the participants' lipid profile measurements and the mean age, BMI, and lipid
profile traits by gender. HDL-C , TG, and TC were significantly different between the male and female participants
(T-Test P-value < 0.0001), but there was not any significant difference in LDL-C (T-Test P-value = 0.26) (see
Supplementary Figure 1). Also, all of the lipid profile traits were significantly different between the underweight
(BMI <18.5), normal (18.5 < BMI < 24.5), overweight (25 < BMI < 29.5), and obese (BMI > 30) subjects (ANOVA PValue < 0.0001) (see Supplementary Figure 2). Similarly, lipid profile traits were significantly different (ANOVA Pvalue < 0.0001) between the children (age < 10), teenagers (11< age < 18), and adults ( age > 18) (see Supplementary
Figure 3).
3.2 Prediction Accuracy
Prediction accuracy for each pattern and trait was visualized in Figure 1. And the trajectory of changes for the
prediction accuracy adjusted for the number of SNPs was depicted in Figure 2. Here, the accuracy means the
correlation between the genetic values and the adjusted phenotypes of each of the lipid profile traits for both
random and each of the selection patterns (LD thresholds = 0.01, 0.03, 0.05, 0.07, 0.09, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7,
0.8, 0.9).
As is shown in Figure 1, surprisingly, the LD-based selected SNP groups' prediction accuracy is always more than
randomly selected SNPs in all traits but is slightly lower when the LD threshold is between 0.1 and 0.9. Generally,
when the LD is increasing, the two curves are meeting each other more closely. The highest accuracy is obtained
when the selection LD threshold is 0.9 (HDL-C =0.32, LDL-C= 0.26, TG =0.29, and TC=0.26 P-value=10-7) and the
lowest prediction accuracy is achieved when the selection LD threshold is 0.01 for all of the traits (HDL-C =0.26, LDLC= 0.21, TG = 0.23, and TC=0.22 P-value=10-7).
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Since we considered the LD thresholds cumulatively, a proportion of the variations in prediction accuracy are due
to the increase in the number of SNPs. Therefore, we adjusted the effect of the number of SNPs to realize how much
prediction accuracy variation do LD patterns account for. Figure 2 illustrates that prediction accuracy adjusted for
the number of SNPs in each selected subset based on LD thresholds is upper than randomly selected ones at all LD
thresholds. As the curves show, there has been an overall rise in the adjusted accuracy as the LD threshold grows.
For all traits, between LD threshold 0.01 and 0.2, the adjusted accuracy has a dramatic rise. After substantial growth,
there was a steady decline and depend on the traits, the adjusted accuracy reaches a peak at an LD threshold
between 0.2 and 0.3. These results show that having selected subsets of SNPs based on the LD threshold is always
better than randomly selected SNPs for prediction objectives. The LD threshold for achieving the most adjusted
accuracy of prediction is not just the highest threshold picked.

3.3 Heritability
SNP-based heritability and SNP-based heritability adjusted for the number of SNPs are shown in Figure 3 and Figure
4, respectively. Also, genetic variances and heritability of each trait according to the selection LD threshold and their
p-values are shown in the supplementary Table (2-5).
As is shown, in general, as the selection LD threshold increases, genetic variance tends to increase. In participants
2
with HDL-C, the lowest level of heritability belongs to the LD threshold of 0.01 (ℎ𝐻𝐷𝐿−𝐶
= 0.30, 𝑆𝐸 = 0.01, P −
2
value < 0.0001) and the highest measure of heritability belongs to the 0.7 (ℎ𝐻𝐷𝐿−𝐶
= 0.51, 𝑆𝐸 = 0.02, P −

value < 0.0001). Also, the selection LD thresholds of 0.6, 0.8, and 0.9 have a relatively high heritability measure.
For adjusted SNP-based heritability, as Figure 4 shows, something similar to adjusted prediction accuracy happened
here. For all traits, between LD threshold 0.01 and 0.2, the adjusted SNP-based heritability rose dramatically. Then,
it declined steadily, and the peak of adjusted SNP-based is at an LD threshold between 0.2 and 0.3.
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4. Discussion
This study was conducted to investigate the effect of the LD pattern between SNP markers on the genomic
prediction ability of the gBLUP model, and our results revealed that increasing LD between markers, including more
SNPs remaining for prediction, increased the predictive accuracy of gBLUP only up to 6% per trait.
Whole-genome predictors perfectly learn the information behind entire genetic variants with no demand for preselection SNPs based on their association ability with phenotype, which is regularly done with univariate models
(12). This ability becomes brighter in highly human complex traits where the trait architecture is unknown, and many
SNPs with small effect sizes are influential. The predictive power of whole-genome predictors, gBLUP in this study,
is influenced by many factors; the relatedness of individuals and alleles' nonindependence at different sites (LD).
Previous studies showed that LD plays a critical role in genomic prediction (5). Strong LD led to higher accuracy of
genomic prediction when gBLUP was performed using chip data (20,32).
The effect of LD between markers on the predictive ability of gBLUP has been investigated with different 𝑅 2 cutpoints of LD (0.01, 0.03, 0.05, 0.07, 0.09, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, and 0.9). Our results revealed that increasing
LD between markers, including more SNPs for prediction, increased the predictive accuracy of gBLUP up to 6% per
trait. A possible reason is that higher LD resulted in including causal mutation and a larger number of variants
incorporated in the prediction process, which would increase the prediction power in human highly complex
traits(33). Including stronger LD between SNPs can capture the LD between markers and Quantitative Trait Loci
(QTL), and more importantly, they can capture the familial relationship between samples as well (9). Since attending
high LD between SNPs remained familial in training and testing samples, prediction in subsets with stronger LD
improved, which agrees with previous studies (19,34). Long-ranged LD can enhance the possibility of capturing
markers adjacent to causative mutations, which increases the accuracy of prediction.
Lipid traits are known as moderately heritable traits, as we estimated were 0.495, 0.388, 0.390, and 0.431 for HDLC, LDL-C, TC, and TG, respectively (with adjustment on sex, age, and BMI). As previously through simulation analysis
have been shown, approximately the total genotypic variation of phenotype can be capture by genetic variants
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when the perfect linkage between QTL and markers exist (18). However, it is virtually impossible in real data of
highly human complex traits due to new traits architecture and low LD in the human population, even in related
studies (18,35). Therefore, as we concluded, including SNPs with high LD can increase genomic data information to
capture the phenotype's genotypic variation.
The increasing genotypic variance of lipid traits can be seen in our result by including stronger LD between SNPs,
consistent in HDL-C, LDL-C, TC, and TG. This increase resulted in increasing the gene-based heritability. Long-rage
LD within genetic variants in highly complex traits like lipid traits that many markers influence phenotype with
moderately small effects give rise to including more markers adjacent to causative loci. As a result, SNP markers can
capture the phenotype's most possible variation explained by genetic factors.
Conclusion:
The genetic architecture of traits is based on genome prediction, which determines the accuracy of prediction and
genetic variation that explains the phenotype's variance. The genomic prediction accuracy would deteriorate as the
trait's complexity increases, so shrinkage and variable selection approaches perform poorly in this regard. LD-based
marker pruning is not always a good idea in human complex traits to estimate individuals' genetic values. This
research indicated that having selected subsets of SNPs based on the LD threshold is always better than randomly
selected SNPs for prediction objectives. However, the LD threshold we may use for achieving the most adjusted
genetic prediction accuracy is not just the best threshold. We have proved this theory on the Iranian population's
genomic prediction using the gBLUP model on HDL-C, LDL-C, TC, and TG, among highly human complex traits. Finally,
we concluded and recommended that choosing the LD threshold as a tool for prediction purposes should be used
with intense care to boost genetic prediction accuracy.
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